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Introduction
ESG is at the heart of our strategy, and we have launched our 2030 ambition with defined goals and
aspirations. Infosys turned carbon neutral in 2020, 30 years ahead of 2050, the timeline set by the
Paris Agreement. This holds testament to our unwavering commitment to serving the interests of our
stakeholders, communities and across our value chain. Our 2030 environmental ambition includes
shaping technology solutions and offerings to serve the preservation of our planet. In context to
climate change, we aim to i) push forward carbon neutrality across scope 1, 2 and 3 emissions ii)
reduce Scope 1& 2 GHG emissions by 75% iii) reduce Scope 3 GHG emissions by >30% and iv)
engage our customers on climate actions. We have a presence across multiple geographies,
industries, services and products and will continue to work with stakeholders internal and external to
drive data driven ESG initiatives.

Reflecting on the rising importance of ESG, change in customer behaviour and brand desirability, the
current commitments from governments, policy makers, academia and organizations, this paper
illustrates the importance of data-driven ESG initiatives. We believe data, AI and analytics can
empower establishments in this sustainability journey, embed ESG at the core of business strategy,
accelerate carbon footprint reduction and enable to create purpose-led organizations.
Exhibit 1: Infosys 2030 ESG Vision
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Our Sustainable IT Offering
Our sustainable IT offering is aligned to our 2030 ESG ambition. Green softw are and engineering principles are
at the core of this offering. By building planet-friendly softw are for and w ith our clients, w e can drive change
across digital lives and bus inesses, enabling reduction of GHG emissions across Scope 1, 2 and 3. At Infosys,
we thrive on co-creation and have partnered w ith climate tech company GoCodeGreen (a carbon decis ioning
platfor m) to shape this offering enabling us to measure, act and reduce climate impact for our customers and
communities.
Exhibit 2: Co-creation- Partnership w ith GoCodeGreen

Leveraging this science-based diagnostic platform, w e can accurately measure the carbon emissions for software
throughout the product lifecycle, not only supporting organizations in measuring the impact of their sustainable
engineering choices and demonstrating the value of adopting green softw are development standards, but also in
delivering transparent and auditable data for ESG reporting purposes.
Exhibit 3: Decarbonize IT – Measure, Act, Reduce
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Problem & Challenges
Sustainable engineer ing practices and softw are are the need of the hour. Softw are is at the core of digitalization
but w ith it comes high demand for energy: w hether that is hardw are, data centres or the netw orks it is built and
run on. While there is effort being made to build systems using sustainable hardw are, more needs to be done to
build genuinely sustainable softw are systems.

One of the key challenges faced by the industry in green softw are modernization is in understanding the extent of
the carbon cost of software through effective measurement. There has been no direct w ay of measuring the
energy consumed by softw are:

1.

Server components share hardw are like servers and storage, making it difficult to measure the
energy consumed by individual application

2.

Client components run on different types of devices, for example laptops, mobile dev ices and
tablets w ith differing energy consumption by device

3.

Data transferred betw een the server and client varies depending on location

4.

Different softw are framew orks and products used for building applications resulting in differing
energy consumption based on the CPU instructions generated by the framew orks.

5.

Different infrastructure (physical, virtual) used for servers and storage resulting in differing energy
consumption.

6.

Differing design and code practices resulting in different energy consumption.

7.

Mature and accessible libraries of data to aid in the accurate calculation of application performance
from an energy consumption perspective.

Solution & Approach
Pow ered by our SustAIn+ intelligent reporting portal and our climate tech partners GoCodeGreen, our
sustainable IT offering provides an efficient, reliable and mature methodology and toolkit for measuring the
energy consumption and carbon footprint of softw are.
Through our clients investing a max imum of three hours, w e w ill be able to provide feedback on the level of
know ledge in and implementation of sustainable softw are engineer ing practices, calculate the carbon cost of a
software product, and provide a detailed report w ith recommendations and an actionable roadmap to reduce the
carbon cost w ithin tw o w eeks.
Our methodology is fully aligned to the Greenhouse Gas Protocol Product Standard and utilizes ISO standards
for softw are measurement, allow ing us to accurately measure the carbon emissions through the softw are product
lifecycle.
Assessment can be run at any stage of the softw are product lifecycle:

•
•
•

Pre-build: to enable design decisions and choices to build energy efficient softw are fromthe start.
In-build: to provide the opportunity to introduce sustainability epics into your backlog.
Already live: retrospective assessments to understand the carbon cost of existing softw are products (including
legacy) and accelerate your decarbonization decision-making.
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Exhibit 4: Approach - Assessment, action identification and reporting process

Value & Impact
There is a 33% carbon reduction opportunity from the actionable insights and a data-driven approach. As carbon
neutral organizations ourselves, the diagnostics, consultancy and accreditation prov ided through our partnership
w ith GoCodeGreen enable you to decarbonize your softw are and customer journeys w ithout adding to your
emissions. We can help you demonstrate an organizational culture change tow ards sustainable technology
strategy choices. We can also provide a competitive advantage by baselining your product against similar
product in the market, allow ing you to understand and take steps to achieving best in class, helping expand your
ESG toolkit and supporting supply chain to make infor med decisions w hile procuring new softw are and manage
vendors w hen taking sustainability into account. We can also help you w ith accreditations by evidencing your
green softw are credentials and energy efficiency rating along w ith regulatory compliance ESG reporting.

Exhibit 5: Value & Impact – Reduce carbon footprint of your softw are
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SustAIn+
Our SustA In+ intelligent reporting portal is a sustainable data des ign, adv isory and governance platfor m. This
demonstrates a ‘one-stop shop’ single-source of truth unified view on your application, server and data estate
show casing green scoring.
Expected Outcom es
•
•
•
•

20% reduced cost overheads in data management, storage and processing
Up to 40% increase in computing w ithout any significant upgrades on hardw are
Up to 30% reduction in energy usage
15-30% reduction in data decay and dark data

Exhibit 6: SustAIn+ - Intelligent Portal
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CONCLUSION
We are aligned to the ‘Green Software Foundation’ principles and believe software
can be part of the ‘climate solution and not the climate problem’. Carbon footprint
reduction rather than carbon offset is at the core of our strategy. We understand this
requires strategic focus and investment. Our mission is to nurture partnerships and
co-creation to foster an ecosystem of people, standards, tooling, and best practices.
Green coding and moving to a low-code application economy, and reducing server
and data center energy usage, is at the forefront of discussions today. AI and data
can create intelligent dashboards to track and better monitor data center energy
usage, server usage and the application landscape and provide recommendations for
cloud migration.
This paper demonstrates our commitment to remain aligned to our 2030 ESG vision,
embrace ‘stakeholder capitalism’, rebalance purpose and profit, embed sustainability
at the core of business strategy, enable technology to spear head the ESG narrative
with green engineering at the heart of our approach. Thus, we can empower
organizations and decarbonize digital across sectors, society and stakeholders.
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About Infosys Consulting
Infosys Consulting is a global management consulting firm helping some of the world’s most recognizable brands
transform and innovate. Our consultants are industry experts that lead complex change agendas driven by disruptive
technology. With offices in 20 countries and backed by the power of the global Infosys brand, our teams help the Csuite navigate today’s digital landscape to win market share and create shareholder value for lasting competitive
advantage. To see our ideas in action, or to join a new type of consulting firm, visit us at
www.InfosysConsultingInsights.com.
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